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ABSTRACT

Here we propose a method of construction second order approximation for ground state
energy for class of model Hamiltonian with linear type interaction on bose operators in
strong coupling case. Pbr the application of the above method we have considered polaron
model and propose construction set of nonlinear differential equations for definition ground
state energy in strong coupling case. We have considered also radial symmetry case.
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Here we shall construct second order approximation for problems of optical

polaron in the strong coupling case. In the result we shall construct from this

theory set of nonlinear differential equations which solution possible get by nu-

merically calculation. We specially consider also spherically symmetric case.

Polaron theory is the simplest application of quantum field theory to solid

state physics but never the less reflects many typical properties of particle inter-

acting with quantum field. Therefore the results followed from polaron theory are

of interest to many related regions of physics for instance theory of mobility of

ions injected into liquid helium.

The question of the possible existence of polaron states distinct from the

ground state is basic to the study of processes related to excitations in polar

media, say photo excitation of F-centers and other lattice defects [ l ]

At present the problem of excited polaron states besider being of theoretical

interest, is gaining attention because of the problem of electron transfer excita-

tions in a broad variety of condenser media (solutions biomacromolecoles, organic

semiconductors, etc. [2]

When consider mooving particle in quantum field it's usually consider Hamil-

tonian like



H — Ha + HE + Hin

where H,-eneigy of particle, /^-energy of quantum field, i^m-interaction energy

of interacting particle with field.

Usually to have deal with discrete spectrum all system considered in some

finite space V (volume) for instance in cube V = L3 and put some boundary

conditiones of periodicity. Of course always have in view limiting passage to V —*

oo corresponding to continouB spectrum.

If corsidered quantum field can be expanded on set on non-interacting oscil-

lator, then

where Wf are frequencies of oscillator, 6/, 6t are quantum amplitued with usual

commutation relations, which correspond to base-statistics.

Typical form of interaction energy is expression of space uniform, linear de-

pendent from quantum function field for instance

H,n< = j K(f - f')*(r')dr' + j K'(f - f 1 ) ^ (r')dr'

Expand *(r) like

we get expression

in which Xf, X} are proportional to -4-.

Here we use the typically mentioned expressions for H,,H-E,Hint and so write

our hamiltonian in the form

H = L + 5 (bfbf + bf

H-hamiltonian of this form is considered in many different problems (for historical

reasons). It's possible to mention of problem of moving particle of admixture in

helium II.[^I.Achi«er and I.B. Pomeranchuk GETF 16, 391, 1946; S.V. Tiablikov

GETF, 18, 1023, 1948; S.V. Tiablikov Doklady of Ukranian Academy PCPN6, 3,

1950] .

About moving electron in semiconductor [C.I. Pekar GETP, 19, 769, 1949],

About interction nucleon with scalar meaon field with non relativistic approx-

imation.

Hamiltonian some complex form are investigated also in non relativistic the-

ories interaction electron with electromagnetic field nucleon in pseudoscalar and

vector meson field, interaction radiation and matter [Bogolubov Jr. Fam le Kien,

A.S. Shumovsky Theor. Math. Phys. 52, 423, (1982); Physka 128A, 82, (1984);

Physica 133 (1985)]

We notice that although such a hamiltonian is one of the simplest in the

problems of interaction particle with quantum field the exact solution correspond-

ing wave equation is impossible therefore it's need because of use approximate

methods of perturbation series.

It's well known scheme of perturbation theory for week case when H,nt is a

small perturbatory term and {H,,Hn) main terms.

However in some problems coupling particle with field is not small.

Indicate on some cases of strong coupling when Hint u proportional to large

parameter and also on mathematically similar case of "adiabatic coupling" when

small term is kinetic energy of field.

[S.I. Pekar(*), Getf, 19, 769, 1949] considering moving electron in ion cristal.

We notice that in some problems when kinetic energy can be considered as

a small perturbation term had been considered with perturbation method. We

can mentioned problem of influence movement of nucleus on energy level spectre

electrons in metal [M. Born u. Oppenheimer, Ann der Physik 84, 457, 1927]

(*) Pekar S.I. Studies in the electronic theory of crystal Moscow Gostekhizdat,

1951 (in Russian)



However in all this mentioned resolved problems it's essential absence of

traslation degeneracy.

In our case problems of interaction particle with field it's always exist transla-

tion degeneracy because of Hamiltonian (1) is invariant with respect to translation

group

r—f f+ Bt , &= const

6+

Because of degeneracy well-known method of adiabatic approximation turn out

here not accessible and it's was necessary was constructed new special (peculiar)

form of perturbation theory. The new scheme of perturbation theory was elabo-

rated by Bogolubov N.N. (*) [New adiabatic form of perturbation theory in the

problem of interaction particle with quantum field, see: Ukrainsk. Mathematical

journal T. II N 2. 19S0]

Recently many interesting results was obtained by Lakhno and co-workers also

in solution of adiabatic theory in the case of a Polar Medium when the particle

field strong coupling approximation can be applied.[1]

For spherically symmetric case they construct system of non linear differential

equations also in piezoelectric medium they get non linear schrodinger equation

with a cubic nonlinearity like

- » = O ; y'(0) = y(oo) = 0

This equation was analyzed in [2).

[1] Lakhno, V.D. Excited polaron states in condensed media Manchester univer-

sity Press ISBN-719O-3518-X.

[2] Lakhno, V.D. Chuev, G.N. Spectre of bound states in crystals with electron

centeres. Fix. X-verd. Tela (Leningrad) 31, No 2, 23-27 (1989) (in Russian)

{*) Bogolubov N.N., A new form of adiabatic perturbation theory in the problem

of particle coupling with a quantum field, Ukxain Mat.$24, No. 2, 3, (1960) (in

Russian)

Here in this article we shall construct second order approximation for problems

of optical polaron in the strong coupling case.

Here we start with some ideas given by Bogolubov N.N. in [preprint Dubna

E-2-90-535 1990 see alsp Proceeding Italo-Soviet workshop Advances in theoretical

Physics 23-28 October 1990. World Scientific. Edited by E.R. Caianielloj



and construct trial state vector <p '

I. Approximation by varlational prlaoiple

Polaron at1 rest

In this paper we shall consider the namiltonian

Here
(*i

and
respect to

X - V

ar* supposed to te radially symmetric with.

Of > Of - boae amplltudas.

State rector 4b corresponding to the lowest energy is
defined by

CD

Io obtain an approximation vo shall a o w construct the trial
state rectors to insist them mto relation CD.

P t

where are o-numbtrs and O>, C^ n o a. amplitude. Introduce
t 0 *Tacuum ,tat« vector 0 for tf^q* op.rato«:

(3 )

Here function <f(x) and o-number3 Cf are to be determined
by the Tariation principle*

A ( r , ••• Cf •••) /T7//7 (5)

where

and therefore

.-••)-J<<P~<t*l c/x

Because of the minimal property of A with respect to C*
we have

dA n d * „ (6)

and therefore

see from (j) that the expression

must have the minimal property with respect to V(x) and thus:

C7)



have

Cs)

where

From (6) It follows that*

and we have from C7)

Here

Therefore:

= 0-

CIO)

We see from Cs) thats

Hance In order to verlfj tbe minimal principle:

we oust find the solution of (10) for whioh

will te minimal.

Because of our partioular olioloe for the trial atate rectors

(4) it Is clear that

E9 (11 )

It is to be noted thet the equption ao) wes first obtained by
Ipndeu and Peker by other wey as e l l the mass of the moving polaron.
In our t>e^r[ JBogolubov K.I.. Anew form of adiftbetic perturbetion
theory in the problem of Particle cowling with e quentum f ie ld .
Ukrain. Mat. Zh. 2 , Mo 2, 3 a'.50) on the adiabetic ao->roXirae-
tlon v,e have received t h e ^ formulae aa a f l re t eppro>Unati.n.

Kemarii also that

A f(f-...

Thus: <f —o

Dow that the equation (10 ) hes such solution

thet the aEEOcisted linear equption

%)}</>(*) = (12)

hes, forC-fg ' -g-y^iSyi. (epart from the arbitrery conetent
solution ^ = <fQ . f o r i t s other ejgenveluee F S E^ •

A f (i) *As from (,i

we can take <fo t o b e r ee l .
Let us further remark that

(jf

and hence t

2 r,
where

-h
( 1 3 )

tfr)



• •••?•»(> f * •

»>•**•«! •».'••'»

LJLJi :- .-

is radially symmetrical with respect to f the,expression K('X)

is a radially symmetrical function of X :

Therefore if a Uf (x) is radially symmetrical, then

U(x- tf)
also possesses this property.

Thus, la the considered situation the operator

conserves the property of radial symmetry.

We may hence consider the radially symmetrical solutions of (10).

'.Va suppose that oneof them V O ( J C J corresponds to the lowest

possible value of the energy £f .

It is to be stressed that l£ Vf#) is a solution of the equa-

tion (10) then ^(JC* J) will also satisfy this equation for

arbitrary constant £ .

Such translation may be considered as a. translation of coordinate

system In (x)-space by firing the zero-point anywhere In space.

We thus see that we are in the degeneracy situation and so our

averages computed by means of <PO (x) are what is called the quasi-

arerages.

Fix somehow the zero point origin of the coordinate system then

is fully determined and so is also

U(x; Vo)= V(ix[)

therefore the linear equation (12)

is no more translationally invariant and we may suppose that Its

solution
10

1E unique, enert from the erbitrery coii&tent multi-for C —

plier y-

Then we consider Ediabetic eoproximrtion. V,'e choose here that

Oi, - J- 4 -
when X" i s 0 fmpll DErerofeter, Our Heini l tonieE ( I ) takfcs the form i

Introduce l ike previously (I) the new bose emplitudea

where the same es ('Up. $) • Then
i-

where

The f i r s t order approximation Hamiltonisa may be obtained by drop-

ping ii. the term of the o rd t r <?y £ . In t h i e approximation we

have the same equation which wes obtained in I I , I ) by using verie-

t iona l pi-inciple. Here



Because

A '=

we et:B thpt ee the f i rs t order Hpmiltonicn we also niey take

IN

The inclusion here of the £ order term clearly does not chaise
the result , ,

<P = K&c) &>„

Let us consider the second approximation. Write

;
L

end put in the equation for state vector

the expeneion

-• " * /

Therefore

To satisfy this equation we takes

Let us observe that In virtue of (2),(a)*

Hence

or

'•"'e thus have

that

A, '0

Z

Let us now expand <Pt In Tourier a«ia» la •lg.afunctlons

Noting that according with

we obtain

(10a)

(lla)

(12a)

'(13a)

12
13



'Ye further hpve s

But

end i t follows that

rnd Hamiltoniexi j eccording to formulas \i), i4) p . I I ) i>13)
p . I has the form

-h
1/ pf

ttemerk- nov.1 that 4M, virtue of

enTherefore

(15)

Second approximation for optical polaron problem in the strong
coupling case.

Besed upon the discussed adiebatic approximation for Hemilto-
nien {2) vie construct second order epproximetion for ground state
energy r

£=E0+e2Az + o ({*)+•••

where we can rewrite formula I15) es

(17)

where function t eatiefy the equetiono

(18)

The subject of this work ia the calculating of the ground sttte
energy £ in the cese of strong coupling for opticel poleron when
peremeters j/f. and y. have the form/f.

/ / /
(20)

"/e notice thot in some works^~2 , 3 M-A* Krivoglaz, s . I .
The trace method for the condactivity electrons. Izvest. Akad. teuk
UtSR, Ssr. Physice, v. XXI, So I, p. 16-32, I15T, S.J. fciyake The.
ground state of the opticel oolaron in the strong coupling case.
J . of the Thys. £oc. of Jap. vol. 41, Ko 3, IL76J •

(21)

I t ' e easy to tee that Haniltonian U2) p. II) i s reduced to the form
i2I) if we change variables

(22)

f or / , / = and introduce designation

(23)

15



lerforming in *.I9) summetion over

A
,3 U

• ,z -Y = {24)

Multiply I x7^ ) on
we can set for ft

e n d integrate over

(25)

(26)

Take Bcaling trenefoitnetion with dimeneionISBS paremeter J?
3,

Then

628 >

where eigenfunctions setisfiee the equetion

with normelizetion condition

Multiply
. So we get

starting from obvious equetione

9

we ge t

and after differentiation we have

(29)

(30)

en<i i n t e £rp te over J then put ^=

(3D

(32)

(33)

(34)

Prom the other side from *26) after transformation ( 27 J i t follows
that

16 17



end finelly from ^4} end t35) we find the integral

(36)

where el^envelue J\^ ie connected with £^_ by the expression

I t ' s convenient to put oaremeter |" to be equal

and to introduce dimeneionlest paremeter

c-k

(37)

(38)

Then from Eq. I ^ for
£ unction of equation

-A,-:

we beve that i s en eigen-

(39)

cori«eponding to eigenvelue J\o which 1B equal to

(40)

It i s minimal eigenvalue of Eq. L39>. For
have an equation

from U9 ) »•«

( 4 1 )

T h e n , e p s l y t u c c e s s i v e l y f o n n u l a e U 9 ) , k 2 / i ) , C 2 7 . ) , ( . 3 7 . ) , < 3 8 > ,

142.) to i l6 ) kp. 14) . After transformetion we can get

4=-*
vhe re

yj-

and

£o according to ^ 38) 0( -
we have

en$ with notice of

(44)

(45)

^ 4 j

(46)

Thus, equations U9 •, 41 , 43, 44 ) form cloEed way which permits
us to calculate the second order aoproximetioa. to the energy of op
t ica l polaron in the limit of strong coupling.

Then we can simplify the problem by introducing the soherical
coordinates 'y^{%y)

tfj end eliminating angle variables. Beca-
use of "ip f/uj being spherical symmetric function

13



oo ve cen fulfil integration over engle variebles \9 , W

left hand side of 139 ) end |>1 ) , Thus '
in the

iy-yi

'j r e

(48)

boundary conditions O ° "A2).
This E.yetem cen be rt-eolved numerically by the methoo of shoo-

t ing from points Z-0 > 1= Cxp •

The eigenvolue J\Q i e defined from gnoothnest- condition for

function p f-r) which has not ;jole s in the in t e rva l /n &->)

' • I',

I t ' L eafy to see that w
(49)

monoto increesir.g functioii with do-

(50),

Introduce the function

which Eftisfy the boundary condition

J

and noimelizetion condition

(51)

(52)

= i (53)

In accordance with foimulas (.39,41, 49) function

the system of equations

t

20

21
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